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Perfect for Professionals

Broaden your vision and create innovative solutions to real-time industry challenges.

Created with your schedule in mind

Intensive residential and online sessions allow professionals to maintain their career trajectories.

Build a Lifelong Network

Leverage new connections in the vibrant Brown alumni network.
World-class executive education.

Midcareer professionals in Brown’s executive programs learn with thought leaders from across the university and highly accomplished practitioners and peers.

Executive students tackle real-time work challenges, immediately apply new knowledge and skills on the job, and generate tangible results for their organizations while completing a Master’s degree.

Timely. Relevant. High impact.

In these intensive, interactive 16-month programs students deepen knowledge, broaden perspectives and hone leadership skills.

Experienced professionals with the drive and confidence to maximize career success and impact, choose Brown.

Transform your career.

- Expand your vision with a multidisciplinary approach to your field.
- Develop your capacity for strategic, reflective leadership.
- Invest in your future and prepare to change the world.

BROWN.EDU/PROFESSIONAL
Executive Degrees in Critical Fields

Healthcare Leadership

Prepare to transform healthcare policy and delivery with clinicians, executives, advocates, payers and other professionals who will design and implement innovative, sustainable solutions across healthcare.

IE Brown Executive MBA

Learn to lead in the complex, global business environment by integrating core business studies with social sciences and humanities. Expand your impact and influence by understanding the context for success and honing your leadership skills.

Cybersecurity

Become a transformative cybersecurity leader in this rapidly evolving field by understanding and applying technical, legal, policy and human factors essential for resilient, secure organizations.

Science and Technology Leadership

Build on your technical expertise and develop leadership and communication skills with leading professors and accomplished practitioners from science, technology and engineering. Become a strategic industry leader who sources and drives innovation on a global scale.

“Choosing Brown was the best career move I ever made.”

VIVEK GANGIREDLA, IE BROWN EMBA '16
Drive for results.

You commit the time and Brown convenes the talent to advance your career. In a Brown executive program, you move the bar on personal leadership capacity and create measurable outcomes for your organization.

Broaden your vision.

With a professionally-diverse cohort and multidisciplinary curriculum, you leverage multiple perspectives to dissect challenges and build solutions.

“Students benefit from working with peers and professors in an intensely personal way and make rapid progress on industry-relevant challenges.”

CHRIS GODFREY, HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP ’15, BLOODBUY FOUNDER
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Learn with the best.

Choose Executive Education at Brown

Brown University
School of Professional Studies
200 Dyer Street Box T
Providence, Rhode Island 02912
401-863-7900

Facebook Brown Professional Studies
Twitter Brown_SPS
Email ExecMasters@brown.edu